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Journalism Advisor, Mrs. Headman, and
Yearbook Advisor, Mrs. Hackett

The Journalism Staff visits the Memorial Union at ASU.

Paw Print at the AIPA Convention
On Tuesday, November 6, 2018, Mrs. Headman's Journalism class took
their annual trip to Arizona State University for the Arizona Interscholastic

favorite part was definitely listening to Steve Irvin describe what it means to be an

Press Association Convention to learn how to become greater journalists

readership.

not listen to a source who is spewing false information, was so refreshing to me:'
Kyle Coffee (12) has attended the convention for the past four years and always
brings back great information to use in the classroom. "I learned how to approach
a story without any bias and the importance of learning from both sides when
addressing controversial topics."

The day began with a welcome from Mark Lodato, the associate dean of
the Cronkite school and associate general manager of Arizona PBS at ASU.

discussed the obstacles he had to overcome to become the journalist he is today.

and to collaborate with students from around the state. The journalism staff
and other students attended workshops, in which they learned how to write
better stories, be more involved in their school community, and improve their

Following his introduction, students broke out into small groups to watch
presentations from advisers around Arizona. Workshops included: Journal
ism vs. Life; Navigating Sports Media as a Female, Discovering Your Creative
Abilities, Social Media Superheroes.
Taylor Smith (12) has attended the convention for two years and found
valuable information to bring to the classroom as Editor-In-Chief. "My

honest journalist. His perspective on what it means to do honest reporting, and

The day ended with keynote speaker, Steve Irvin, from ABC News 15, when he
Journalism students intently listened to Mr. Irvin talk about what it means to be an
honest journalist and the dangers of the current political climate.
Overall, the field trip was beneficial to our staff in many ways, and everyone
had a great day.
- Marlene Alvarado, Marketing Editor
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HUSKY NEWS

Husky Annual Holiday Drives
Hamilton High school offers many fundraisers during the holi
day season. Clubs and organizations extend helping hands in many
different ways including, blanket drives by the AVID dub, a shoe
and canned food drive presented by the Leo Club, and the Adopt-AFamily organization put on for the Husky families.
The Leo dub is run by Ms. Chen, and their fundraiser runs from
November 13th to December 21st. The president of Leo Club, Tiffa
ny Tido (11) anticipates, "500 pounds of non-perishable food and
500 pairs of gently used shoes:' Ms. Chen is hoping,"our endeavor
will help the students and families in need:' She also hopes to keep
"the spirit of care, empathy, and generosity:'
Adopt-A-Family is a tradition at Hamilton. The social workers
ask Husky families to sponsor less fortunate students during the
holiday season. Hamilton also hosts a dinner including a meal, a vis
it from Santa, a family photographer, and presents for each family.
Rajani Rastogi, the social worker at Hamilton, expresses how
outsiders assume Hamilton is compromised solely of middle class
families, but most do not know a larger portion of students need
financial help. The goal is to help with basic needs, so families will
stay off the streets, and students can continue to attend school. Mrs.
Rastogi says, "It really has been a school and community effort
putting this together. Many families cannot afford the gifts under
the tree and nobody here will struggle:' Everyone should enjoy this
holiday season and get into the spirit!

Constant flows of drives and fundraisers happen at Ham
ilton, and tons of giving back occurs with students on their
own time. This truly defines what this season is about; don't
be selfish, be selfless. No matter how small or how big the
give is, everyone will appreciate it more than one can com
prehend. Everyone should enjoy this holiday season and
get into the spirit! What will you do to give back this
holiday season?
- Adison Johnson, Staff Reporter

ADOPTA
FAMILY

AVID
Advancement Via Individual Determination, also known as
AVID, helps any student prepare for college and become better
version of themselves. Hamilton wants to help students grow; AVID
makes this a reality. Sometimes, students need an extra helping hand,
and AVID makes it possible to achieve the impossible. There are five
sponsors of AVID: Mrs. Lundahl, Ms. Hamilton, Mrs. Russo, Ms.
Hogan, and Ms. Straube.
Mrs. Russo, a sponsor of the AVID program, spoke about what
the program is set out to do, "It is for kids who want to do well and
succeed and go to college. This class helps with organizational skills,
public speaking, writing skills, scholarships:' AVID is there for a wide
range of students who need the help to prepare for college and learn
many helpful skills along the way.
Through AVID, students are introduced to a plethora of opportu
nities and programs to help students reach a better future. Mrs. Lun
dahl said, ''I'm alw ays really proud of the kids that apply for the Rylah
program, which is a program that takes students through Arizona to
Alaska to go canoeing and hiking, and they get to learn how big the
world is and how small we are:'
An AVID student, Madison Kier (12) was asked what she enjoys
about AVID, and she said, "the hands on college experience we get. It
helps with your transition from high school to college which can be
really difficult. I notice a lot of my peers not in AVID don't have the
same resources we do:' A big reason students join and st ay in AVID is
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because of how much it helps them prepare for college. If you
are interested in joinging, see one of the sponsors, and they
can give you the next steps to take.
AVID gives students an opportunity to work towards a
future where they can be successful and set goals.
-Arabella Hammerich & Jay Jay Quintana, Staff Reporters

AVID students celebrate Friendsgiving.

HUSKY NEWS

Model UN
The Model UN team is one of the more distinguished clubs at Hamilton
due to the academics and competitiveness involved. This group of talented
students work hard every year to not only succeed at their competitions
throughout the year, but also learn more about foreign relations and current
events.
Since this club is often seen as one of the top academic clubs, students
expect to enter Model UN with a mindset of learning. Those who join are as
signed to be a delegate for a specific country. Then, they research about their
assigned country, specifically their most apparent problems, with plans to
solve them. Although this requires a lot of research, it can be quite beneficial
for the students as they expand their knowledge on foreign affairs and

best delegates and policy papers at the conference.
There are three major conferences that happen during the year: the Westwood con
ference, the ASU conference, and the Mesa MUN conference. Candice DeCuna (10)
commented on the competitions saying, "They are pretty stressful, but really fun to at
tend. We get to interact with other Model UN clubs and work together to form bonds
and make agreements on certain things. I really enjoy the entire atmosphere of the con
ference:' The conferences can be hectic, but also really fun for every delegate involved.
The Model UN team is excited to continue doing what they do every year: strive for
success. Whether this is at their conferences or doing the research, they will put in all the
hard work necessary to succeed.
- Kyle Coffee, Sports Editor

current events in the process. Katherine Zhang shared her thoughts on the re
search, "I enjoy doing all of the research because it is all pretty interesting
stuff that I don't see in any of my classes. I'm learning a lot about the world
outside of the U.S. which is one of the main reasons why I joined Model UN:•
It is clear to see how the Model UN club can provide unique and interesting
perspectives of the world compared to what we normally see.
The students go on to use their research at the Model UN competitions.
At these competitions, students interact with delegates from other schools
with talks concerning their country's problems and needs that were
researched. These competitions also involve speeches based on policy papers
that are prepared before the events take place. Awards are given out to the

Speech and Debate
Speech and Debate is not just a club here at Hamilton. It is truly
a family, a home for all; students and officers welcome everyone
with open arms. Speech and Debate participates in many tourna
ments throughout the school year, and our students are definitely
thriving this year!
What is Speech and Debate?
There are two main courses a student could take when joining
this club: Speech or Debate. Some students choose to participate
in both programs. "Speeches are equal to giving a performance
and acting for a wider audience, both of them you need speak
ing skills, " said Xenia Zhao, winner of the Novice Policy (10).
Speeches are generally more open and neutral, assessing both
sides of the argument, while, debate is more one-sided and per
suasive. Both of these options definitely help prepare our Hamil
ton students for adulthood.
Xenia Zhao also said "Unlike what most people think about
Speech and Debate, it's pretty fun being able to talk to others, to
converse on important topics;' (10). Not only is it important for
our students to have social skills, also the ability to argue in a
respective manner.
Chaelin Jung, president of Speech and Debate, said, "Speech
and Debate has empowered me by giving me a greater voice to
speak out about things that interest me;' (12). Over the weekend
of December, 1st, Hamilton took home many awards, such as:
1st place original oratory: Ayesha Raman
1st place varsity policy: Juhi Khandelwal and Vivian Nguyen
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1st place novice public forum: Nolan Burke and Orli Sanyal
1st place novice Lincoln-Douglas: Claire Mullings
1st place varsity Lincoln-Douglas: Aatmik Mallya
Speech and Debate has proven to be a great tool for many
students at Hamilton, even so that the National Speech and
Debate Association recently recognized Hamilton High
School as one of the top tier programs in the nation. Congrat
ulations to Speech and Debate!
- Lauren Craig, Managing Editor

HUSKY NEWS

ACDEC Places First

Art, 2nd in Math, 1st in Economics and 1st in Social Science. Zuzia
Stechly (12), co-captain of ACDEC, placed in the most categories of
any member. She placed 1st in Scholastic, 1st in Art, 1st in Literature,
1st in Science, 1st in Speech, 1st in Essay, 2nd in Social Science, and
2nd in Music.
In the end, Hamilton placed first overall with a total of 43,464.7
points as a team, with Seton coming in second with a score of
37,221.8 points. Congratulations to the Hamilton Academic De
cathlon Team, and to the top 15 that will be continuing on to the
Williams Field Invitational in January.
- Alexis Brady & Katherine Soltero, Staff Reporters

On the 16th of November, Hamilton High School hosted their
6th Annual Hamilton Academic Decathlon Invitational. For the sixth
year in a row, Hamilton took first place in this competition. Over two
hundred students, from twelve East Valley Schools, came to compete
in the annual invitational tournament. Hamilton students spent their
weekend competing in ten events, both subjective and objective.
All of the ten events were related to the theme of this year's compe
tition, the 1960s: A Transformational Decade. These ten events were:
Speech, Essay, Interview, Math, Art, Literature, Science, Music, Social
Science and Economics. Jasmine Sun (11) commented that, "I thought
the theme this year was really interesting, especially because I was
able to draw parallels from event occuring in the 1960's and things
happening in today's society:'
Aris Zhu (10) is a sophomore and is in her second year in ACDEC.
She placed 3rd overall honors, 2nd in Music, 3rd in Economics , 2nd
in Speech and 3rd in Social Science. Zhu said, "I prepared for the com
petition by attending the weekly Academic Decathlon meetings in the
evenings, but I also did some self studying on the side since I am not
taking the class offered at school." Competition was fierce, as students
competed against others in their category, with the goal of getting the
highest points total.
Overall, many winners were on Hamilton's team, with 17 students
placing in a least one category. This included Jake Nance (12), an
honors student and co-captain of ACDEC. Jake placed 1st overall hon
ors, 3rd Language and Literature, 1st in Music, 1st in Science, 1st in

Zuzia Stechley (12) and Jake Nance (12), co-captains of
ACDEC.

Signing Day
Committing to a college is something every athlete hopes and
prays for. With hard work and dedication, many athletes at Hamilton
were able to commit to a college and celebrate with friends and family
to commemorate their success.
On November 14th, several students signed to colleges. Athletes
in soccer, softball, baseball, and volleyball all had a special moment to
sign with a college. Nyah Bonchonski (12) shared her excitement as
she signed to play soccer at Grand Canyon University, "It was really
cool to be signed with all my best friends. I was not only proud of my
self but all my friends! I wouldn't have gotten here without my family
and coaches!" Being able to see teammates grow up and do big things
is amazing.
Tally Wright (12) while putting pen to paper to sign with Chandler
Gilbert Community College to play boys baseball thanked everyone
in his life for helping him accomplish his goals. "One of the best expe
riences of my life is to be committed with all my friends that I played
ball with. I want to thank my parents for everything they've done for
me and helped me throughout the years, and my coaches. I can't wait
to be a Coyote!" The coaches at Hamilton train their kids to be ready
for college and are proud when they commit.
Channing Chasten (12) committed to Ohio State and is excited to
play soccer at such a competitive level, "It feels amazing. I can't believe
I have the opportunity to continue playing the sport I love at my dream
university and at the division one level. I want to thank my family and

I have the opportunity to continue playing the sport I love at my
dream university and at the division one level. I want to thank my
family and my friends that have always been there for me and believed
in me and my teammates and coaches. None of this would be possible
without them!"
Hamilton is so proud of all of the athletes that were able to sign
to colleges. Their hard work, not only on the field, but off, is greatly
admired. These students have worked hard and long to achieve their
dream and it's only just the beginning.
Congratulations to all of the husky athletes continuing their educa
tion and future in sports onwards.
- Miranda Rothchild, Managing Editor

---------

------

20 Hamilton senior athletes sign college letters.
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HUSKY NEWS

Theatre ITS Festival
The International Thespian Society (ITS) held a festival for the theatre depart
ments of schools all over the state. At this festival, students gained many valuable
experiences.
At ITS, there is a program called PlayWorks. Students from all over the state
wrote short scripts and submitted it to the head of the program, Chris Hamby.
He selected three scripts to be used in the program, and all three of those selected
playwrights were from Hamilton. Ellen Napolitano (12), Raven Harris (11),
and Adelina Cetaj (11) brought their scripts to ITS, and were given professional
directors to work with. Auditions were held, and each of their scripts was casted
and directed. At the end, one script was chosen as the winner and was performed
in front of everyone at the festival. That winner was Ellen Napolitano, writer of
"A Prayer for the Dying:' She was awarded the Jerome McDonough Playwright
Award for best play in the state.
When asked why she thinks her script was chosen, Ellen Napolitano (12)
said "I was told from the other directors and Chris Hamby, my script was very
relatable. My script came from a place of truth and I think it came across as such."
Ellen wrote about the story of her grandparents, and what it's like for her and her
mother to live with their diseases, Alzheimer's and Lewy Body Dementia. Her
script touched a lot of people that could relate to her struggle.
Raven Harris (11) wrote a comedic script called "Speed Dating Disaster� and
she said having her script directed by someone else, "was a very weird but exciting
experience. I never imagined getting to see someone else's vision on my script, but
when I did I was amazed at the possibilities that theatre holds:' Raven's script was
very funny with very bold characters, which many people were able to relate to
and laugh at. Adelina Cetaj (11) wrote also wrote a comedic script called
Originality. When asked what she liked about the experience, she said "I was able
to see my script

performed and work with a professional director who taught me
a lot about theatre and playwriting as a career. I would definitely
do it again because it was a lot of fun and I got to work with
incredibly talented actors:' Cetaj wrote about the struggle of an
author trying to be original, which all the writers in the room
definitely related to.
The PlayWorks program created an incredible experience for
these young playwrights, making memories that will last a long
time. They learned a lot, and they will carry these lessons with
them throughout their life.
- Arabella Hammerich, Staff Reporter

Hamilton Theatre Department swept the 2018 State Play
works Competition.

Home For The Holidays
Throughout the years, Hamilton High has boasted an impressive
arts department that provides beautiful performances in the form of
musicals, dance recitals, talent shows, and more. As winter approach
es, Hamilton Dance Company welcomes the holiday spirit with their
annual Home for the Holidays recital!
Every year, our talented dancers of every skill level train for months
in preparation for the infamous Holiday show. Masterfully directed by
Hamilton's dance teacher, Daniel Milbauer, students are encouraged to
put all their efforts into each piece. Every movement must be perfectly
refined. Preparation for the recital can be "very stressful" according to
HDC dancer, Taylor Knab ( 11). She s ays, "We have a lot of practice,
and a lot of dances to choreograph. I'm already in eight dances for this
show:' But no matter how gruelling anticipation for the show may be, it
is equally as rewarding! Hamilton dancers are passionate and dedicated
to their craft, and willing to put everything into making Home for the
Holidays a memorable show.
The recital features dances of every style to Christmas classics like
"Jingle Bell Rock'' ''.All I Want for Christmas is You,'' and "Winter Won-
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derland:' The iconic nutcracker dance is a favorite among
the crowd.
Home for the Holidays is a tradition at Hamilton,
and a must-see experience. The dancers tirlessly put on a
beautiful three night show, getting us ready for the holiday
season!
- Lexi Schieffer, Managing Editor

Photo Credit: Heather Hackett

HUSKY NEWS

School Resource Officer
The United States Department ofJustice defines school resource
officers (SRO) as "sworn law enforcement officers responsible for
safety and crime prevention in schools:' SROs are employed by a
local police or sheriff's agency, working hand in hand with admin
istrators in an effort to create a safer environment for both students
and faculty. The responsibilities of SROs are similar to regular police
officers; they have the ability to make arrests, respond to calls for
service, and document incidents. School resource officers have addi
tional duties, including mentoring and conducting presentations on
youth-related issues.
Officer Noah Dueker started as Hamilton's Student Resource
Officer this year, with a mentality to assist, desire to encourage,
and ambition to further educate the students of Hamilton High. In
addition to having such an esteemed job, Officer Dueker has a broad
range of interests and wants to learn as much as possible. He follows
the NASRO model, which incorporates three ideas regarding the
school's safety, education, and mentor system. Hoping to implement
stricter lockdown drills and safety regulations, Officer Dueker strives
to assess the safety of the students, faculty and visitors at Hamilton.
In regards to educating our students, he expressed his desire to
introduce a criminal law or justice class, as he believes it is vital for
students to understand the intricacies of the law and the conse
quences that follow. Most importantly, however, he wants to serve as
a mentor for our students, acting as a helping hand or a trustworthy
adult to speak to. Officer Dueker seeks to elucidate his desire to help

out any students in need.
As SRO, Officer Dueker aims to "do his part to provide a safer envi
ronment and school, fostering a genuine influence to make the school a
happier and even more successful place:'
At the end of the day, his goals are simple: safety and security. Students
and faculty of Hamilton High welcome Officer Dueker with open arms;
there is no doubt with his incredible drive and endless passion, he will not
only achieve his goals, but surpass them with dignity.
- SonamJain, Co-Editor-In-Chief

Officer Dueker, Hamilton's Resource Officer.

Mindfulness Center
To understand the immeasurable, the mind must be extraordinarily
quiet, still. Mindfulness entails bringing awareness to our thoughts, our
emotions, our realities, and our problems. It provides us with a reason for
why we do what we do, while allowing our mind to pull back the curtains
and sit tight for a bit. It helps us to truly live in the moment-- the "here and
now"--with openness and curiosity, disregarding past memories and future
predictions. Mindfulness is letting the fingers of the mind go, and holding
on to the powerful strength of emotion. It's a time to feel free. Everyone of
us already has the seed to mindfulness-- now we just have to plant it and
watch it grow.
The social workers at Hamilton High School, Mrs. Rastogi, Ms.
Julianne, and Mrs. Shelley, collaborated to create a mindfulness program
to support their students emotional and mental health needs. Pressures
sprouting from several different angles have resulted in teens struggling
with anxiety, depression, and other stress factors that interfere with daily
learning. Students need a place at school where they feel relaxed, calm, and
can engage in proactive activities and strategies to help alleviate their phys
ical and mental stress. The room is encompassed by beautiful decorations,
aromatic essential oils, and inspiring quotes, giving the room a calming
aesthetic. Within the mindfulness center, students will engage in medita
tion and yoga exercises to support their mental health and foster positive,
healthy relationships, resulting in a happier life. Their primary motive is to
"spread the message of the importance of mindfulness around the school
to students who may be feeling overwhelmed or lost" (Rastogi). Benefits of

mindfulness include an increase in focus/concentration in school and other activi
ties, mental health and wellbeing, insight and self awareness, health of relationships,
feelings of empathy, and most importantly, happiness.
What you do every day matters more than what you do every once in a while,
and mindfulness is just that. It encourages a consistent state of mind, void of stress
and full of reflection. In order to self-improve, one must firstly self-accept and even
tually, self-understand-- an understanding which is the first tool of mindfulness.
- Sonam Jain, Co-Editor-In-Chief

The Mindfulness Center, located in E223.
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CURRENT EVENTS

California Wildfires

On November 8, 2018, the nation's deadliest wildfire in the past centu
ry ignited in California destroying the town of Paradise and communities
near it. After two weeks of ravaging fire, nearly 154,000 acres were burned,
85 people were killed, and 19,000 buildings were destroyed.
Two other fires, the Woolsey Fire and the Hill Fire, also began on
November 8th. The Woolsey Fire was a destructive wildfire that burned
96,949 acres, in Los Angeles destroying 1,643 structures, and killing three
people. The Hill Fire in Ventura County was contained with minimal
damage, only destroying 4,531 acres and causing no fatalities.
With so many homes destroyed in these fires, many families are faced
with either rebuilding with the possibility of another fire destroying their
new home in the future or moving to a new area that will not be affected
by fire. If he was put in the same situation Aeneas Antone (10) says, "I
don't think I would want to rebuild my house either. Although, the tough
est thing about losing one thing is starting over and making new memo
ries in a new house''.
Although the California wildfires are done scorching Southern Cali
fornia, a lot of money needs to go into rebuilding. Financial contributions
are the best way to help these victims. You can donate to American Red
Cross by texting REDCROSS to 90999 or to United Way of Northern
California by texting BUTTEFIRE to 91999.
Take the time to research the matter and see how you can help even
around your own community. A little help goes a long way.
- Hannah Ferraro, Marketing Editor

A Synagogue in Pittsburgh, A Bar in California
Eleven lives were taken and seven were injured during a mass shooting
that occurred at the Tree ofLife - Or L'Simcha Congregation in the Squir
rel Hill neighborhood of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania on October 27th, 2018,
while Shabbat morning services were being held.
The sole suspect is a 46-year-old Robert Gregory Bowers, who was
arrested and charged with 29 federal crimes and 36 state crimes. Using
social network, Bowers posted multiple anti-Semitic comments against
the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS), in which the Tree ofLife was
a supporting participant. Referring to Central American migrant caravans
and immigrants, he posted on Gab.com that "HIAS likes to bring invaders
in that kill our people. I can't sit by and watch my people get slaughtered.
Screw your optics, I'm going in," shortly before the attack.
On November 7th, 2018, a total of twelve people were killed amidst
a shooting that took place at a crowded country bar in the city Thousand
Oaks, nearLos Angeles, California. The gunman identified as Ian David
Long, an ex-marine veteran who was cleared by a mental-health specialist
after an encounter with police earlier this year, was found dead inside ap
parently committing suicide after the attack. Ventura County Sheriff Geoff
Dean said that "Investigators have not been able to determine a motive so
far " in Pittsburgh.
This carnage has added Thousand Oaks to the seemingly endless list
of American cities to experience a mass shooting. The violence came just
days after the Pittsburgh Synagogue, which happened not long after 17
students and staff were massacred in a Parkland, Florida high school. In
addition, rampages inLas Vegas, Nevada and Sutherland Springs, Texas,
killed a combined 84 people.
Activist David Martin stated that "Circumstances have, and still cur
rently exist for Congress to put sensible gun safely measures in place'; on
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Wednesday night. By acting now, there is an opportunity to save the
many lives that will be lost between now and the accession to power
of the Parkland generation (a generation defined as gen-z survivors).
Logically, there is truth in that statement. Many other countries
(Canada, France, Italy, UK, etc) have put down gun regulations and
have had significantly less shootings, and less lives taken as well. The
United States makes up 5% of the world's population, but holds 31%
of global mass shootings.
How many more lives have to be taken until there is change?
Enough is enough.
- Nicholas Martinez, Staff Reporter

Honoring the eleven lives lost in Pittsburgh, PA

CURRENT EVENTS

Kyrsten Sinema for Senate

The first Democrat from Arizona in the Senate since 1998.
The first open bisexual senator in American history.
The first woman senator in Arizona.
Sinema checked off many firsts after being the official winner of the
November midterm election for Jeff Flake's Senate seat.
The New Yorker has called it the biggest win for the Democrats in the
midterms; flipping a red state blue by over 30,000 votes, with midterm
voter turnout up in Arizona to an all-time record, and young early voter
turnout up by 186% according to The State Press.
The vote counting process in Arizona took longer than expected,
resulting in a lawsuit from the GOP about early voting counting, an issue
resolved very recently.
Many Hamilton seniors were new voters this election, helping surge
the young voter turnout. Chaelin Jung (12), a member of the We The
People team, spoke about what it meant for her to vote for the first time
and her thoughts on young people being more involved, "I was incredi
bly excited to vote for the first time this year! Going through the voting
process myself, I realized just how easy registering and voting is. Voting
in today's political climate is essential to having your interests heard; and
it's not just presidential elections that matter. Voting is so important: and
there's no excuse for not participating if you're eighteen and a citizen.
Participate in democracy! Voting is a privilege'.'
New senator, Kyrsten Sinema, is a democrat from Tucson, Arizona.
She has been a U.S. Representative for the 9th congressional district since

2013, and served in both chambers of Arizona Legislature.
Although the polls were extremely close for most of the race, not many
expected Sinema to win the seat. Andreas Pattichis (12), a Sinema
supporter, vocalizes his views on how he hops she acts as our Congress
member, "I really hope Sinema will not partake in obstructionism and
supports Trump's judicial nominees'.'
Many different views on Sinema surface before the election, as well as
a lot of negative videos and criticism regarding her comments and views
on Arizona. Overall, she is a respectable and poised woman who will do
well in the Senate.
The blue wave swept all over the country this election season, and
brought many women, LGBTQ members, young people, and new
perspectives into Congress for the next six years. New hope is coming
quickly, and we are here to brace for the change!
- Taylor Smith, Editor-In-Chief

KYRSTEN

SINEMA

Caravan at the Border

Fleeing persecution, poverty, and violence, thousands of Central
American migrants have traveled over 2,500 miles from their home
countries of Honduras, Guatemala and El Salvador to reach the US/Mex
ican Border. Almost 3,000 people have sought refuge in the Mexican bor
der city of Tijuana, where they've united with other groups of migrants
and are awaiting the arrival of even more. The total number of migrants
expected to reach the US border is predicted to be about 10,000.
President Trump has long-since labeled the migrant caravan an "inva
sion" and threatened to call an emergency situation should these people
attempt to enter the United States. He has even deployed over 5,000
troops to the Mexican border to provide extra protection. Most recently,
the U.S Government has taken action at the border that left many people
outraged - on Sunday November 25th, border agents were forced to fire
tear gas at migrants trying to breach established barriers between Mexico
and the United States. Women and children were among those struggling
to protect themselves from the gas.
Hamilton student, Chase Mathias (10), says, "I think gassing and
throwing tear gas at innocent children is extremely unnecessary; the
situation should be controlled more peacefully'.'
Many people agree with him, but some feel the situation was justi
fied. Senior Zach Kilmer (12) notes, "It is sad that small children were
affected, but it's important to remember that their parents put them in
that situation, since the migrants rushed the border. I simply want them
to come in legally'.'
Immigration has been a divisive and influential topic in the United

States for decades, and US residents struggle to find common ground.
So, what are the migrants' options?
If a migrant who enters the United States claims to be fleeing vio
lence, they are legally considered a refugee, they are entitled to a hearing
of their claim and can be considered for asylum. This protection,
however, does not apply to those who are simply "seeking a better life'.'
The only realistic alternative for most people, unfortunately, is to stay in
Mexico or return to their home countries. Mexican President, Enrique
Pena Nieto, has offered jobs to anyone who wishes to stay there.
While Central Americans have long fled their homelands for the US
and have sometimes joined forces along the way, the organized nature
of this caravan is relatively new. Many of these migrants coming from
Honduras are desperately attempting to escape their country's endemic
problems with gang violence and corruption. The only question we have
to answer is how we can best handle the situation.
- Lexi Schieffer, Managing Editor
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ENTERTAINMENT

The Grinch
As the Christmas season comes around, another year of new
movies follows. Playing in theatres currently is The Grinch, a
cartoon remake of the holiday favorite, How The Grinch Stole

Instant Family
Instant Familyfeatures Mark Wahlberg and Rose Byrne as Pete
and Ellie, parents who adopt several children. The couple enters
the foster care system hoping to bring a child into their lives. They

Christmas. It is the perfect family entertainment, and brings a

wanted to bring in only one child, but their meeting of three sib

new spin on a classic Dr. Seuss' Christmas story.

lings changed their perspective. Pete and Ellie go on a journey and
have to learn how to handle parenthood. Dylan Haner (11) said

A visually stunning cartoon brings the story of a cynical
grumpy man whose mission is to steal Christmas from the

"This movie was very touching because it takes a lot of character

town nearby, Whoville. The Academy Award nominee, Ben
edict Cumberbatch, plays this famous character. The Grinch

and guts to adopt kids and raise them:'
The director, Sean Anders, pulls from his own experience with
adoption. Anders and his wife adopted three young children sev

lives in a cave on Mt. Crumpet with his only friend, his loyal
dog Max. As the Christmas celebration seems to become

eral years ago and their perspective and experience is evident in

louder and more aggravating to the Grinch, the town plans on

the film. The movie was screened for foster families and received
positive reviews. Malaya Martinez (10) said, "I am looking for

something big for Christmas this year and force the Grinch to
do something about it. Tyler Anderson (11), when asked about
the movie, states, "This seems like a enjoyable holiday movie.''

ward to see this movie because it explains the values of family and
how important it is''.
Instant Familyis well reviewed, relatable, and sends an impor

The animated comedy brings an enjoyable Christmas story for
families everywhere.
Carson Recht (11) thinks, "This movie is going to be way
better than the original one." A new way of seeing the Grinch
will bring much attraction, as companies have made remakes
before and seen positive reactions.
The theatres will flood this season with families and chil
dren. The movie received a 53% from Rotten Tomato and a

tant message to audiences. This movie can be seen with the entire
family; it includes comedy, drama, and a sense of realism audi
ences will enjoy. Jake Thomas (11) said, "The movie was amazing
I recommend everyone to go see it trust me you'll be blown away:'
Foster care has been a huge issue in today's society with a plethora
of kids who don't have homes. Its sad these kids don't have people
to look up to and it affects them mentally.
Go see Instant Familyin theatres!

6.3/10 from IMDb; the illumination animation put up a decent

- Max Pulido & Adam Worthy, Staff Reporters

movie for this season. Enjoy the holiday season and see The
Grinch in theatres today.
- Blake England. Staff Reporter
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ENTERTAINMENT

Conan Gray's Sunset Season

Winter Fashion
Winter is here, and with that, so are the Arizona chills. Figuring out

Born and raised in San Diego, Conan Gray is a growing artist. Starting out
as a YouTuber, with 950,000 plus subscribers, Conan has made a name for

how to look cute and stay warm is a struggle. This season, the winter trends

himself on several platforms. His debut EP dropped November 16th and it's

include: leopard, leather jackets, layers, and Doc Martens. Many students

not disappointing!

don't have the budget to buy a whole new wardrobe for winter. So, here are

Sunset Season marks Conan's first official debut as an artist. Featuring five

some affordable ways to incorporate summer clothes with affordable winter

original songs from the artist, Sunset Season explores youth, love and the

essentials.
Leopard is trending absolutely everywhere. Forever 21, Pacsun, and other

many difficulties of growing up. Esther Jung (ll) listened to 'Generation Why'
and expressed her feelings on the song, "He's giving me a Troye Sivan vibe, his

stores sell leopard print at an affordable price. Asia Yi (12) mentioned what

whole aesthetic is very angelic. I love his whole vibe:' 'Generation Why' plays

her winter wardrobe will be like, " I'm currently really into animal print

with the stereotypes and common tropes that fill this generation and it's young

shoes such as snake print or leopard print. I see a lot in fashion lately. It

people. Teenagers can find a little of themselves in the lyrics and relate to its

could spice up a plain black outfit and add emphasis to a look:' Leopard

overlying message.

and snake print can spice up any basic outfit into something chic. Pairing a
leopard slip dress with a black turtleneck or even a sweater is a cute way to

Perhaps the most popular song on the record would be 'Crush Culture'. The

stay warm this winter.

song explores themes of jealousy and bitterness over love. The song explores

Jackets are common in winter, but this season fashion markets are

the idea that love is gross and sickening and in his own words, "makes me
wanna spill my guts:' Vivian Ngu(12) was briefed on the song and expressed

branching into faux fur jackets and teddy jackets. Teddy jackets are warm

her thoughts, "Maybe it will grow on me. It's not what I listen to, I like the

oversized soft jackets, the name because they feel like a teddy bear. Cotton

chorus and the aesthetics though:' The song won't be for everyone, it explores

On, Forever 21, Pacsun, and many other stores all sell these jackets. Brooklyn
Villapudua (12) can't wait to get her hands on these types of jackets this

a controversial idea that not everyone is going to agree with.

season, "I really enjoy big faux fur jackets, whether its brown, black, white, or

Sitting at a young 19 years old, Conan is very mature for his age and shows
it clearly through his music. His lyrics are fun and creative while being real

even colors like pink. I see these all over the internet and hope to incorpo

and authentic. Conan's sound has been compared to Troye Sivan and Lana Del

rate these items into my wardrobe soon!" Many models wear teddy jackets

Rey. They share an angelic and heavenly sound and both share a talent in

from I. AM. GIA. but nobody is trying to spend over $100 on these jackets.

lyrical abilities.

There are many dupes for this piece, it can be found on places like She In for
only $40. These jackets can be paired with tank tops or even tube tops from

With a sold out U.S tour, and a new E.P, Conan has a bright career ahead of

summer.

him. Don't miss out on his new music, and what is to come from this young

Doc Martens are an essential staple piece for winter. They are a little

star.

pricey but they are durable and look cute with everything. They can be worn

- Edward Quintana & Isabella Klemeneic, Staff Reporters

with dresses, skirt, or even jeans. Julyssa Calvo (11) needs her hands on a
pair, " I've been wanting Docs for a long time and I'm hoping to get them for
Christmas!" Docs add a subtle grunge look to any outfit. These boots are a
step up from a simple combat boot. They are a must have this season and can
even be worn all year long.
This winter stay warm and chic huskies.
- Miranda Rothchild, Managing Editor
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HOROSCOPES AND ART

Pisces
February 20-March 20

Virgo
August 23-September 23

You can't bake anything but
cookies, so this is your time of year!

Decorating for the holiday sea
son is your cup of tea.

Aries
March 21-April 20

Taurus
April 21-May 21

Libra
September 24-October 23
*wraps self in wrapping
paper and garland*

Scorpio
October 24-November 22

*rips open gifts like a savage*

*singing singing sing
ing singing, eats, sings*

Gemini
May 22-June 21

Cancer
June 22-July 22

*Expects every expensive, new thing as
a present. Cries when they don't get it*

The cold weather is giving you
a perfect excuse to wear sweat
pants every day of the week.

Saggitarius
November 23-December 21

Leo
July 23-August 22

Capricorn
December 22-January 20

Aquarius
January 21-February 19

This year hasn't looked great for you.
Even Santa will backstab you this year
and fill your stocking with coal.

Make sure not to stress eat
all the candy this year.

*sits down with family for
some quality holiday bond
ing, leaves two minutes later*

You're watching Christmas mov
ies in your room alone with
a bag of marshmallows.

The cold weather means it's time for
you to binge Netflix and finally drink
all the hot chocolate in your pantry.

- Payton Smith, Marketing Editor

Husky Creativity
Having a creative mind is an important part of being suc
cessful in high school. Whether it's through dance, music, or
writing, creativity is valuable.
At the State Fair, three of Hamilton's own have proven they
are the best at what they create. Pouring their hearts into their
artwork, Karsen Burke took 1st place in Ceramics, Jacob Heinke!
won 1st place in Diorama, and Isabela Hernandez won 2nd place
in Sculpture.
Karsen Burke(12) has always loved abstract design and
modern art. When he found out that he had won first place for
his artwork he said that the experience "was kind of surreal:'
Karsen wants to continue expressing his creativity and major in
Architecture and Design.
With her love of art sparking in her sophomore year of high
school, Isabela Hernandez (12) was shocked when she found out
that she had won 2nd place in Sculpture. Her inspiration for her
piece came from a fascination with butterflies and she wanted to
show this through her artistic ability in ceramics.
Hopefully, these three students will help to inspire the rest of
Hamilton's bright minds to find something they have a passion for
doing and truly express their own creativity.
- Chloe Dickinson, Staff Reporter
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WINTER SPORTS

Wrestling

The room is hot and sweaty, two wrestlers face off in the
middle of a wide circle. The spectators in the stands hold their
breaths as the match starts. The wrestlers collide and fall to the
mat, each trying to get the upper hand.
Wrestling has started its new season and this year they have
50 team members, including five girls. In fact, this year is the
first year that girls can compete for the championship in Arizona
Interscholastic Sports. Jennifer Curry (12) is a returning mem
ber who looks to be a trailblazer for the emerging AIA sport of
women's wrestling.
Curry commented on being the only girl on the team,
"Sometimes it's hard because you have to emerge yourself into
the culture and it's harder to differentiate the things that you
have to do as a girl. Honestly, it's so much fun and I wouldn't
change anything for the world:'
This year the wrestling team welcomed back three state
medalists from last season: Donovan Corn (12), Eric Ramos
(12), and Isaiah Valenzuela (I I). These veteran members hope to
lead their team to a championship. Wrestling started the season
defeating schools such as Queen Creek, Highland, and Moun
tain Pointe, and currently hold a 13-4 record.
Zach Bartlett is the head coach of wrestling and is a big rea
son the team does so well. "His energy and passion for the sport
pushes us to be the best we can be': said Donovan Corn (12).

Cheer

Hamilton Varsity cheer is gearing up for their next exciting
competition season. Led by head coach Easton Orinso and Bri
Lambert, they have high expectations for their varsity team due
to the many victories last season. The team is ready to show
what they are made of!
Captain, Courtney Lassiter (12), has been a part of the pro
gram for all four years of high school. She is helping the team
keep their head in the game, ''As a captain, I've really been trying
to remind the girls that it all comes down to focus. We have to
take everything one step at a time and not only trust ourselves
but each other:' The prep for the competitions can be very hard
on not only the mind, but their bodies as well. Jayla Wright (IO)
mentions how fun competitions can really be. "My favorite part
about competition season is cheering everyone on during the
routine!"
Coach Easton Orinso has been coaching cheer for many
years and has been with the Hamilton cheer program for two
years. Her goals for the team this year are "not only develop the
girls as stronger athletes but as stronger individuals and obvi
ously to win nationals:'
Once the Friday night lights come to a close, it's time to work
for this unbelievably talented team. "We have all worked so hard,
pushed our hardest every practice and really come together as a
team;' Lassiter said. The mentality of the girls are different from
many others. They are able to switch off everyday struggles and

The team has a busy schedule ahead and they are looking
forward to the Mile High Challenge that will take place from
12/28 through 12/29 at the Prescott Valley Event Center.
Teams will be coming from as far as Wisconsin to "battle for
the buckle': Good luck to all the Husky Wrestlers!
- Emma Lavoie, Staff Reporter

hardships to be there for one another.
On November 17th, the Hamilton Varsity team qualified
for nationals! All the sweat and tears were worth it, the Husky
cheerleaders are heading to Disney in February!
- Adison Johnson, Staff Reporter

2018-2019 Hamilton Varsity Cheer Team at the National
Qualifier.
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WINTER SPORTS

Boys Soccer

Huskies look to only maintain excellent play and a
The Husky boys soccer season is underway and the players are more
positive season.
than ready. The Huskies are coming off a good season last year, where
they were knocked out in the quarter finals. However the coaches and
-EJ Byrd, Staff Reporter
players firmly believe that the team this year is better than the team last
year. Starting Forward, Crew Marin (11) said "This season is going to
be exciting for us players and fans of the team. I think we upgraded at
a lot of positions and can really contend with the top tier teams:' The
team's record was just above .500 and they look to do better than that
this season.
The coaching staff is making the team work and practice very hard
as the season approaches. When asked about the team's expectations this
year Coach Belfort said "'Championship or Bust' is the motto for the
boys soccer team every year:' The team is trying capitalize and bounce
back from a disappointing second round exit in the playoffs.
Hamilton played its opening game away against Dobson. Hamilton
won in a dominating fashion by a score of 8-0. Brandon Schenks (12)
scored 2 goals and Channing Chastens (12) led the way with 4 assists
and 1 goal to go with it. They then faced Mountain Pointe at home in
which the Huskies prevailed and came out on top again, the final score
of the game was 7-1. Max Lipman (11) shared his thoughts on the
season thus far, "Overall, we are playing as a unit and the chemistry is
off the charts."

Girls Soccer
After a gut-wrenching 1-0 loss to the No. 1 ranked Xavier College
Prep in the semifinals last year, Hamilton Varsity Girls Soccer is
determined to win it all this year. With the class of 2018 gone, the new
seniors will need to step up and take the reins for the squad. Returning
varsity player Brooklyn Villapudua (12), commented on her newfound
leadership role for this season, “I just want to contribute to the team
and help the program grow and get the juniors and sophomores ready
for after I am gone.” The Huskies have a lot of hype to live up to, and
they have a lot of confidence in their team this year.
The 2018-2019 soccer season began on Tuesday November 27th,
when they played Dobson at home, defeating them 17-0. Gabby
Gruenwald (11) played a great game. She had a hat trick and also
notched 3 assists, and she was selected Player of the Game. Sophomore
Mia Zubiate is another team leader who scored a goal in this game.
With a busy schedule ahead, the girl’s soccer team look to bring
another sports banner back to our prestigious school. #HuskyStrong
- Connor Manning, Staff Reporter
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WINTER SPORTS

Girls Basketball

After a fantastic run resulting in a state championship in 2016, the Ham
ilton girls basketball team followed up with two successful, but disappointing
seasons as they were unable recreate that incredible season that resulted in a
state title. The team wishes to change that as they have the talent and the mindset
to get back on top in what should be an exciting season to come.
What makes this team stand out compared to others in the state is return
ing players. Significant talent that will be crucial to the amount of success these
Huskies see throughout the season. Two players, Raelin Denning (12) and Vic
toria Davis (11), will be looking to follow up on a fantastic season in which they
finished on the 6A Premier All Region First Team with another year of success
that can result in some wins. Head coach, Trevor Neider, is going to have to rely
on these two along with other accomplished players like Samara Curry (10) and
Zakiirah King (11) to get back to statewide prominence.
Raelin Denning is ready for the challenge saying, "I'm looking forward to
stepping up and leading this team for another season. I know my role on this
team as a leader and a player and expect to contribute to this team however I
can. My teammates look up to me and I have to help them win every game we
play in. Coach Neider is expecting me to do that this year and I can't wait to help
this team win'.' Denning's role on the team is essential not only as a player, but as
a leader too.
When constructing a team, talented players are important, but having a
great head coach in place is most impactful to a team's success. A coach's ability
to lead the team and teach the principles of the game while helping each and
every player reach their potential is what brings titles and a winning culture
to any program. Coach Neider is able to provide that for these Huskies as this
team's previous success has carried over to establish the foundation that can be
built upon in each season.
Victoria Davis credits Coach Neider to a lot of their success saying, "I owe
a ton of my achievements to Coach Neider and what he has done for both me

Boys Basketball
The Huskies basketball program has done amazing under Head Coach Doug Harris.
Coach Harris joined the Hamilton family before the 2015-16 season. Due to new players
learning a brand new system, the Huskies went only 10-18. The next season Harris' finger
prints impacted Hamilton at the conclusion of the 2016-17 season, the Huskies' record was
17-11. Last season, Coach Harris had experienced players such as Rashad Smith (14pts, 3.6
ast, 4.4reb, 2.5stl), Zack Anderson (12.6pts, 5.Sreb), and Ryan Engemann (4.8pts). Last
season's record of 19-8 illustrates that the Hamilton Basketball program continues to be on
the rise.
Hayden Quinn(l2), a 6'5 Small Forward for the Huskies is ready to step up this season
as one of the experienced seniors. Quinn spoke about what he is excited about for the up
coming season, 'Tm looking forward to playing Perry because of the rivalry''. And Hayden
sure is right; the two schools have had some battles in the last couples years. The Perry and
Hamilton rivalry has been pretty even since Coach Harris' arrival in 2015, with the series
being 2-3 in favor of Perry. Tyler Curvey(l2), a 6-1 Guard for the Huskies is ready to step

and the team. He helps each and every player at practice and makes
sure we can improve in any way possible. This team wins because
of what he can do for us'.' It is clear to see the impact that Coach
Neider has on each player and the team as a whole.
To start the season, Hamilton participated in a Thanksgiving
Tournament and dominated the competition. Their first game
was a close loss to Pinnacle that got away from them in the fourth
quarter, but they bounced back with a strong overtime win against
Chaparral. Following that win, they destroyed the rest of the way
with convincing wins over Pueblo and Cibola.
As this girls basketball team continues through the season, they
are sure to face many obstacles along the way, but it is all worth it
when competing for a state championship
- Kyle Coffee, Sports Editor

•

■

Wu,

2018-2019 Hamilton Varsity Girls Basketball Team

a lot of work to prepare and get ready. Last year we came up short and none
of the returners want [ to experience] that feeling again''. This year's' Husky
squad is quietly sneaking up the ranks. Gregg Rosenbergs' -An AZ scouterranks Hamilton as the eighth best team in Arizona .
This season will be a challenge to see if Coach Harris and the Huskies
can keep up the yearly improvements. Coach Harris talked about his hopes
for the team, 'Tm looking for our players to be passionate everyday about
the game of basketball. And to get better every practice as well as be a better
teammate throughout the season:' Through hard work and playing togeth
er, the Huskies can see a long tournament run in their future. Expect this
team to bring heart and grit to every game.
- Justin Rombough, Sports Editor

into that leadership role. Curvey alked about improving the team, stating, "We have put in

2018-2019 Hamilton Varsity Boy's Basketball
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Througliout the second quarter, you all have been doing rad things.
Here is picture proof
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eat better. t§ feel better�
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Buy one Bahama Buck's® Shaved Ice &
add creme and ice cream for FREE!
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a TROPICAL TWIST
Buy any smoothie,
get one FREE when
you show your valid
Hamilton High
school ID*
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Limit one coupon per customer per visit. Purchase of Sno necessary tor upgrade.
May not be combined with any other coupon. discount, or promotion. Offer valid at
participating Bahama Buck's® locations. Offer expires 2/28/19.
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1155 W. Ocotillo Rd., #3
Chandler, AZ 85248
Ph: (480) 659-3285
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861 E. Baseline Rd., #106
Gilbert, AZ 85233
Ph: (480) 545-6677

2019 National Merit Scholarship Semifinalists

National Hispanic Recognition Program
Scholars

2018-2019 We The People team wins District.
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